Dr. Paul
Just wanted to thank you for making everything simple!!! Today.....I had my phone in my hand with a huge list of concerns and questions and you had already addressed ALL of them!!! We continue to be blown away with each visit by the love/care you give our kids!!! You point us in a direction then give us a plan of action and journey right along with us :-)  
-Sooooo very touching-  
*The Delia's*

With Discovery Pediatrics, Drs. Paul and Daphne Horowitz have created an exceptional medical care resource for parents. Always accessible and attentive, they encourage dialogue and value parents' viewpoints and all questions, no matter how common. Compassionate to parents and very engaging to kids, the Doctors and Nurses alike truly care about their patients and make you feel amazingly welcome. We are grateful for the skilled, thoughtful and patient care they have provided our son. This husband and wife super-team have
built the best pediatric practice we have experienced. They are really an asset to the community. If you’re looking for outstanding care for your children, do not hesitate to become a part of this practice. A truly wonderful place for those which we hold dearest!

Colin and Caroline Walsh,
parents of Jonah

When the service manager at the car dealership spent more time talking with me about my car than our pediatrician spent talking about my kids, I knew it was time for a new pediatrician. When we heard about Discovery Pediatrics, we thought we would give Dr. Horowitz a try. From the very first moment we knew we made the right decision. Dr. Horowitz worked to put my daughter at ease and even coaxed a few giggles out of her - she is very shy. He then proceeded to complete a thorough examination while continuing to work to keep my daughter relaxed. It was the first time that I got the sense that a doctor genuinely cared about my kids. Prior to finding Discovery Pediatrics, if one of my kids got sick we would call our pediatrician, talk to a nurse and hope to get a same day appointment. Usually, we wouldn’t hear back from the assistants for several hours and would end up going to the local urgent care for a long wait. Discovery Pediatrics seems to understand that this manner of health care doesn’t work very well, though it just seems to be accepted here in Santa Clarita. At Discovery Pediatrics we get access to a doctor that cares instead of assistants that don’t. We are very thankful for that! Our heartfelt thanks to Dr. Paul and Dr. Daphne Horowitz, and the entire staff, for the exceptional service provided.

The Reniker Family
(Josh, Gina, Ashley, and Lorenzo)